
The accessories line for notebooks

Why a “Mobile World” product line?

Notebooks add a new kind of freedom to PC users. More and more people opt on a mobile use of their

PCs and wish to extend, expand and protect their notebook with suitable accessories. Vivanco’s

"Mobile World" product line offers a broad selection of useful and attractive accessories, from mouse

to notebook trolley and thus adds to an optimised individual usage.
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Our sales-effective “Mobile World” packaging

Only a good product measures up to its packaging because only a didactically clear and self-explaining

communication warrants a correct product selection and a satisfied customer. The outstanding features

of our design specially adapted to the product line are:

1 Blisters for hanging or standing presentation

2 Fully visible products displaying all major features

3 All major features in a prominent place

4 All relevant properties clearly shown “at a single glance”

3
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Notebook Bundles

NBK BUNDLE ctn qty. 5 EDP-No. 18929
Notebook bag and optical mouse for notebooks up to 17”

Bag:
- Robust frame for special protection
- Two main compartments with many pockets and compartments
- Notebook compartment adapts to notebook size with partitions,

inside dimensions: approx. 400 x 320 x 60 mm (up to 17" notebooks)
- Carrying handle and shoulder strap

Mouse:
- Optical sensor with 400dpi resolution
- 3 buttons and scroll wheel
- USB connection: no driver required for Microsoft® Windows® 98SE, ME, XP

NBK Bundle FM ctn qty. 5 EDP-No. 21550
Notebook bundle with wireless mouse

The FM Notebook Bundle is one of our new entry-level sets for notebook users. The robust bag is
suitable for notebooks up to 17" and features a flexible interior. The bundle is completed by a wireless
optical design mouse with USB receiver (batteries included) in an attractive metallic-red finish!

- Notebookbag with rigid frame for notebooks up to 17" (bag dimensions 430 x 350 x 70 mm)
- Can bear up to 10 kg
- Flexible inner partitioning possible
- Document compartment, holder for pens, business cards and small parts
- With carrying strap
- Optical mouse with 800 dpi resolution
- 27 MHz radio technology (2 channels)
- 3 buttons with scroll wheel
- Metallic-red with silver base and corresponding USB receiver
- With batteries

NBK Bundle 3 in 1 ctn qty. 5 EDP-No. 21546
3in1 notebook bundle

The 3in1 Notebook Bundle is one of our new entry-level sets for notebook users. The robust bag is
suitable for notebooks up to 17" and features a flexible interior. The bundle is completed by an optical
design mouse with USB connection and a passive 4-Port USB hub in an attractive metallic-blue design.

- Notebookbag with rigid frame for notebooks up to 17" (bag dimensions 430 x 350 x 70 mm)
- Can bear up to 10 kg
- Flexible inner partitioning possible
- Document compartment, holder for pens, business cards and small parts
- With carrying strap
- Optical mouse with 800 dpi resolution
- 3 buttons with scroll wheel
- Metallic-blue with black base station and decorative silver stripe
- USB connection
- USB hub (passive) with 4 ports
- Short cable for connection to the
- Metallic blue with acrylic cover (to match the mouse)

All bags without content!
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Comfort Line

Convenient rugged polyester notebook bag with shock-proof EVA hard-case lining.

Inside: - Padded notebook compartment with frame
- Four corner potection
- Add. Protection flap
- Cable pocket
- Removeable inner divider
- Webbing band to fix the notebook
- Document compartment

Outside: - Big front pocket with organizer
- Add. front pocket
- Moveable shoulder strap
- Trolley band
- Stable handle
- Rubber feets

NB COM 10-13 BL ctn qty. 4 EDP-No. 26091
Notebook Case “Comfort“, 10" - 13,3", black

NB COM 15,4-17 BL ctn qty. 4 EDP-No. 26092
Notebook Case “Comfort“, 15,4" - 17", black

NB COM 15,4-17 BL ctn qty. 4 EDP-No. 26093
Notebook Case “Comfort“, 15,4" - 17", black
with document compartment

Corner potection

Stable handle

Padded notebook compartment

Protective cover

Trolley band
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Business Line

NB TRO BU 15 BLS ctn qty. 4 EDP-No. 26088
Notebook Trolley “Business“ 15,4" black/silver
The Trolley protects the notebook and provides space for accessories and
cloths. The comfortable handling and convenient extras make the trolley
as a perfect partner for short business trips.

Inside: - Padded notebook compartment for notebook
- Organizer with loops for pencils, hook for key, mobile phone

and MP3 pockets
- Document compartment
- Rubberband to fix clothes

Outside: - Comfort telescop handle
- Front pocket with organizer and add. zipper pocket inside
- Zipper pocket on the front for tickets, passport,…
- Two zipper pockets on the side for cable, …
- Moveable shoulder strap with metal hooks
- Zipper pocket on the back side
- Inliner wheels

NB BU 15 BLS ctn qty. 4 EDP-No. 26089
Notebook Bag “Business“ 15,4"

NB BU 17 BLS ctn qty. 4 EDP-No. 26090
Notebook Bag “Business“ 17"

High-quality Notebookbag with convenient extras and comfortable handling.

Inside: - Padded notebook compartment for 15,4" and 17" notebooks
- Three pockets for CD`s, MP3 player,..
- Webbing band to fix the notebook
- Cable pocket
- Removeable inner divider

Outside: - Front pocket with organizer
- Two pockets for mobile phone
- Comfort handle
- Zipper pocket on backside
- Moveable shoulder strap with metal hooks
- Rubber feets
- Trolley band

Rubberband to fix clothes

Padded notebook compartment

Comfort and stable telescop handle

Document compartments

Padded notebook compartment

Front pocket with organizer

Moveable shoulder strap with metal hooks
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Vienna Line 10,2" and 14,2"

Trendy and fashionable notebook bag made of “Two-Tone-Nylon“ in three sizes.

Inside: - Padded notebook compartment
Outside: - Front pocket with organizer

- Small zipper pockets on the back side
- Small zipper pocket for accessories
- Moveable shoulder strap
- Compartment on the back side
- Fold-away handle

NB VN 10 BL ctn qty. 20 EDP-No. 26630
Notebook Bag “Vienna“ for 7 – 10,2" notebooks, black

NB VN 10 BR ctn qty. 20 EDP-No. 26631
Notebook Bag “Vienna“ for 7 – 10,2" notebooks , brown

NB VN 10 SI ctn qty. 20 EDP-No. 26632
Notebook Bag “Vienna“ for 7 – 10,2" notebooks , silver

NB VN 10 BU ctn qty. 20 EDP-No. 26633
Notebook Bag “Vienna“ for 7 – 10,2" notebooks , blue

NB VN 10 RE ctn qty. 20 EDP-No. 26634
Notebook Bag “Vienna“ for 7 – 10,2" notebooks , red

NB VN 10 PI ctn qty. 20 EDP-No. 26635
Notebook Bag “Vienna“ for 7 – 10,2" notebooks , pink

Inner dimension: approx. 27 x 4 x 23 cm
Outer dimension: approx. 28 x 5,5 x 24 cm

NB VN 14 BL ctn qty. 20 EDP-No. 26636
Notebook Bag “Vienna“ for 11,3 – 14,2" notebooks, black

NB VN 14 BR ctn qty. 20 EDP-No. 26637
Notebook Bag “Vienna“ for 11,3 – 14,2" notebooks , brown

NB VN 14 SI ctn qty. 20 EDP-No. 26638
Notebook Bag “Vienna“ for 11,3 – 14,2" notebooks , silver

NB VN 14 BU ctn qty. 20 EDP-No. 26639
Notebook Bag “Vienna“ for 11,3 – 14,2" notebooks , blue

NB VN 14 RE ctn qty. 20 EDP-No. 26640
Notebook Bag “Vienna“ for 11,3 – 14,2" notebooks , red

NB VN 14 PI ctn qty. 20 EDP-No. 26641
Notebook Bag “Vienna“ for 11,3 – 14,2" notebooks , pink

Inner dimension: approx. 34 x 4,5 x 25 cm
Outer dimension: approx. 35 x 5,5 x 26 cm

Fold-away handle

Padded notebook compartment

Front pocket with organizer

Compartment on the back side
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Vienna Line 16"

NB VN 16 BL ctn qty. 20 EDP-No. 26642
Notebook Bag “Vienna“ for 15,4 – 16" notebooks, black

NB VN 16 BR ctn qty. 20 EDP-No. 26643
Notebook Bag “Vienna“ for 15,4 – 16" notebooks , brown

NB VN 16 SI ctn qty. 20 EDP-No. 26644
Notebook Bag “Vienna“ for 15,4 – 16" notebooks , silver

NB VN 16 BU ctn qty. 20 EDP-No. 26645
Notebook Bag “Vienna“ for 15,4 – 16" notebooks , blue

NB VN 16 RE ctn qty. 20 EDP-No. 26646
Notebook Bag “Vienna“ for 15,4 – 16" notebooks , red

NB VN 16 PI ctn qty. 20 EDP-No. 26647
Notebook Bag “Vienna“ for 15,4 – 16" notebooks , pink

Inner dimension: approx. 38 x 4,5 x 27 cm
Outer dimension: approx. 39 x 5,5 x 28 cm
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Basic Line

Practicle notebook bag made of polyester, in 3 sizes.

Inside: - Padded notebook compartment
- Cable pocket
- Removeable inner divider
- Webbing band to fix the notebook
- Two loops for pencils
- Slize for business cards
- Big mesh pocket

Outside: - Big front pocket
- Zipper pocket on the back side
- Trolley band
- Comfort handle
- Moveable shoulder strap with metal hooks
- Rubber feets
- Vivanco rubber logo

PRO NB 15 BLB ctn qty. 9 EDP-No. 26085
Notebook Bag black/blue 15,4"

PRO NB 17 BLB ctn qty. 8 EDP-No. 26086
Notebook Bag black/blue 17"

PRO NB 19 BLB ctn qty. 8 EDP-No. 26087
Notebook Bag black/blue 18,4 – 19"

Big mesh pocket for accessories

Trolley band and document compartment
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Basic Line

NBC Promo 15,4" Basic ctn qty. 9 EDP-No. 26126
Notebook Bag black/blau 15,4"

Practical polyester notebook bag for 15,4'' notebooks

Inside: - Padded notebook compartment
- Loops for pencils
- Slize for business cards
- Small document compartment

Outside: - Big front compartment
- Padded handle
- Moveable shoulder strap
- Rubber feets

NBK BAG 15 ctn qty. 5 EDP-No. 20378
Notebook Bag for 15,4" notebooks

Sportive notebook bag with shoulder belt. Fabric of this bag is made from highly durable and long
lasting black nylon with silver colour applications.

- Best ergomomic fixation for shoulder belt (diagonally)
- Three compartments for a tidy bag content
- Front compartment with zipper : 3x pen-pocket, 2x name card pocket
- Middle compartment with double-zipper and extra thick Padding for the notebook
- Rearside compartment
- Shoulder belt (adjustable up to 1200 mm) black
- Size of bag : 410 x 310 x70 mm
- Notebook compartment size : 400 x 300 x 65 mm
- Two strong handles to carry the bag

NBK Bag 17 Wide ctn qty. 4 EDP-No. 23234
17" Widescreen Notebook Bag

Practicle notebook bag made of polyester for 17" widescreen notebooks

- High quality design with stable handle and comfortable shoulder belt.
- Notebook compartment with stable frame and soft padding, additional organizer compartment

for pens and business cards
- 2 document compartments
- Stable handle for high carrying comfort and better quality impression
- Bag size: 480 x 380 x 110mm, for 17" widescreen notebooks
- Notebook compartment size: 460 x 330mm
- Maximum cargo: 10 kg
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Macally Bookshells

BOOKSHELL2-R ctn qty. 10 EDP-No. 26246
Hard case protection cover for 13" aluminium MacBook®

- Two piece snap-on hard case cover
- Stylish leather look and feel
- Microsuede inner lining to prevent scratches
- Access to all ports, CD/DVD slot and Apple® remote
- Open rear for maximum ventilation
- Specially designed for your 13-inch aluminium MacBook
- Colour: red

BOOKSHELL2-B ctn qty. 10 EDP-No. 26247
Hard case protection cover for 13" aluminium MacBook®

- Two piece snap-on hard case cover
- Stylish leather look and feel
- Microsuede inner lining to prevent scratches
- Access to all ports, CD/DVD slot and Apple® remote
- Open rear for maximum ventilation
- Colour: black

BOOKSHELLPRO2 ctn qty. 10 EDP-No. 26250
Hard case protection cover for 15" aluminium MacBookPro®

- Two piece snap-on hard case cover
- Stylish leather look and feel
- Microsuede inner lining to prevent scratches
- Access to all ports, CD/DVD slot and Apple® remote
- Open rear for maximum ventilation
- Colour: black

AIRSHELL ctn qty. 10 EDP-No. 26218
Hard case protection cover for MacBook Air®

- Two piece snap-on hard case cover
- Stylish leather look and feel
- Microsuede inner lining to prevent scratches
- Access to all ports, CD/DVD slot and Apple® remote
- Open rear for maximum ventilation
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Notebook Accessories - Power

NBK POWER AC90 ctn qty. 5 EDP-No. 23685
Universal AC/DC notebook power unit

High-grade, modern AC/DC laptop power unit with adjustable output power and large selection of
adapter tips - also for new HP (charging and operation), Dell (operation only)
and Lenovo laptops.

- Colour-coded resistors for adjustable output voltage 15 V – 24 V
- Output 90 W
- Input voltage 100 V – 240 V
- Including 9 adapter tips for the most important laptop brands
- Weight approx. 500 g
- Packaging: Blister box

NBK POWER DC90 ctn qty. 5 EDP-No. 23686
Universal DC/DC notebook power unit for car and aeroplane

High-grade, modern DC/DC laptop power unit (car/aeroplane) with adjustable output power and large
selection of adapter tips - also for new HP (charging and operation), Dell (operation only)
and Lenovo laptops.

- Colour-coded resistors for adjustable output voltage 15 V – 24 V
- Output 90 W (100 W max.)
- Input voltage 11 V – 15 V
- Including 9 adapter tips for the most important laptop brands
- Weight approx. 170 g
- Packaging: Blister box
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Notebook Accessories – Power

NBK Lock ctn qty. 5 EDP-No. 23240
Notebook security lock

In spite of its low weight extremely safe chain lock for securing valuable notebooks or beamers at the
work place or when travelling.

- Sling loop around a table-leg, for example, and secure the lock insert on the unit
- No universal key but code system
- Weight only approx. 120 g

Notebook Accessories – Security

NBK TRAVEL KIT ctn qty. 1 EDP-No. 25710
Traveller’s connection set

Universal travel plug set for safe use with earth connection plugs (e.g. laptop power units etc.)

- Including 7 adapters for more than 150 countries throughout the world
- Children security
- Including transport bag
- Suitable for Schuko and European plugs

The travel plug is not a voltage and frequency converter!

NBK CAR EASY2 ctn qty. 5 EDP-No. 23248
Universal car notebook voltage converter

For operating and charging standard notebook brands and models in the car

- Adjustable output voltage: 15 V – 24 V
- Max. power 120 Watts
- Input voltage 12 – 13.8 V
- Including 6 adapter plugs for Acer, Compaq, Dell,

Gateway, HP, IBM, Sharp, Toshiba
- Weight: 500 g
- Packaging: blister
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Notebook Accessories – USB Hubs & Card Reader

NBK USB4 HUB P ctn qty. 5 EDP-No. 23242
Notebook USB hub
4-port USB hub for mobile use

- USB 2.0 hub for up to 4 USB devices
- A power supply can be connected to operate USB devices with higher power consumption
- With USB cable

PRO USB2 HUB 4PN ctn qty. 5 EDP-No. 23225
Passive USB 2.0 HUB with 4 ports

Passive USB 2.0 hub for connection of up to 4 USB devices for application with a notebook
or desktop PC

- For USB notebooks with low power consumption (self-powered mode)
e.g. USB mice and devices with separate power supply

- Compatible with USB 1.0 / 1.1
- Practical recess for connector in the device
- Size only: 95 x 30 x 14,5 mm
- Packaging: blister
- System requirements: Computer supporting USB (preferably USB 2.0), USB port, Windows® 98SE,

ME, 2000, XP or Vista, MAC OS 9.x+ and Linux

NBK USB SD/MMC ctn qty. 5 EDP-No. 23243
Notebook Card Reader
For miniSD/SD/MMC/RS-MMC memory cards

Compact USB2.0 card reader for reading from/writing to memory cards

- For SD/miniSD and MMC/RS-MMC memory cards, also high capacity cards
- USB plug hides inside the reader for safe transport
- Special surface coating for enhanced grip
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NBK 10-KEY II ctn qty. 5 EDP-No. 22857
Numeric keypad for notebooks

The elegant and slim numerical keypad makes it easy to enter numbers on the laptop

- Cable can be fastened to the device to prevent cable entanglement during transportation
- Extra flat keys for a quick number entry
- With NumLock LED
- With treble zero key
- No driver installation required
- For Windows® 98SE, 2000, ME, XP and Vista
- For MacOS 9.x and higher
- For Linux kernel 2.6.x.y. and higher
- Packaging: blister

NBK FAN LIGHT ctn qty. 5 EDP-No. 25714
Notebookfan with LED illumination

This comfortable fan with LED refreshes with a light breeze an can additionally illuminate the keyboard
or its surrounding. The soft fan blades ensure a risk-free use of the fan without the danger of injuries.
Thanks to the LED technology this fan/light combination has very low power consumption.

- Operates off the USB port
- Very low power consumption.
- The slide switch offers 3 different modes of use: (LED + Fan, LED only, Fan only)
- The goose neck allows a flexible positioning of the fan and the light
- Packaging: blister

Notebook Accessories – Periphery

NBK SNAKE2 ctn qty. 5 EDP-No. 23249
Handy workplace illumination for notebooks

- Provides spot illumination without disturbing anyone, ideal in darkened trains and airplanes
- Operates off the USB port
- Low power consumption due to LED technology
- Highly flexible swan neck for optimum focusing
- Weight: approx. 60 g
- Package: blister package

System requirements:
- USB port for power supply
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NBK MSFOU ctn qty. 5 EDP-No. 22235
Optical FM notebook mouse

- Receiver with USB connection
- For transport, the receiver can be fastened underneath the mouse
- 800 dpi resolution
- 3 buttons with scroll wheel
- Special coating of lateral surfaces for optimum grip
- On/Off switch for manual power saving
- For Windows® 98SE, 2000, ME, XP, Vista
- For MacOS 9.x or later
- For Linux kernel 2.6.x.y and later

NBK MSOU 10 ctn qty. 5 EDP-No. 23241
Optical notebook mouse

Ergonomic 5-button notebook mouse

- USB connection
- 800 dpi resolution
- 5 buttons with scroll wheel (programmable, software available for downloading)
- Special coating of lateral surfaces for optimum grip
- Automatic cable reeler for space saving mouse transport
- For Windows® 98SE, 2000, ME, XP, Vista
- For MacOS 9.x or later
- For Linux kernel 2.6.x.y and later

Notebook Accessories – Periphery

NBK MSBU ctn qty. 5 EDP-No. 26900
BlueSense notebook mouse

Convenient notebook mouse with new BlueSense technology.
The BlueSense mouse can be operated on almost any surface and is therefore perfectly suited for
mobile use since it does not need a mousepad any longer. It combines the benefits of conventional
optical technology (large illumination range, more exact reproduction of surface structure) and laser
technology (more precise scanning, better resolution).

- USB connection
- 1000 dpi BlueSense sensor
- 3 buttons with scroll wheel
- Blue effect lighting combined with attractive white
- For Windows® 98SE, 2000, ME, XP, Vista
- For MacOS 9.x or later
- For Linux kernel 2.6.x.y
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NBK USB SOUND ctn qty. 5 EDP-No. 23474
USB 7.1 audioadapter

The USB sound adapter means the computer can easily be upgraded with a virtual surround sound card.
Thanks to the stereo headset which is included in the scope of delivery, comfortable communication
via the internet (VoIP) is also possible

- Virtual surround sound card upgrade for a laptop of PC
- Simple installation on a free USB port
- Stereo headset including reeler cable
- For Windows® 98SE, 2000, ME, XP and Vista

Notebook Accessories – Multimedia

NBK MF MOB ctn qty. 5 EDP-No. 22540
Notebook microphone

- Compact microphone for voice applications with the notebook
(e.g. internet telephony)

- Plug & Play – simply hook to the microphone input

NBK MSOC 30 RDC ctn qty. 6 EDP-No. 22554
Optical mini hot rod display

The optical notebook hot rod – a homage to the chrome-decorated cars of the 1950ies and 1960ies.
In red, silver and black it ideally complements every notebook and every design desk.

- USB or PS/2 connection possible (adapter enclosed)
- 800 dpi resolution
- Programmable scroll wheel
- 3 colours (red, black, silver) per display
- For Microsoft® Windows® 95, 98, 2000, ME, NT, XP and Vista
- For MacOS 9.x or later
- For Linux kernel 2.6.x.y and later.
- Packaging: blister

Notebook Accessories – Periphery
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